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How do you walk away from a job to die for? You can't. Not when you're next on your company's hit

list.Jo Lavelle is one of the chosen new hires at Butterfly Investments - London's premiere hedge

fund. Butterfly is famous for their top secret trading model... and making their customers filthy rich.

Jo is now on the fast track to climb to the inner circle of London's financial elite.The long hours and

strange interview tactics are all worth it...Until the threads started to unravel, and the first body

turned up.When she uncovers a secret that some would kill to protect, Jo finds herself fighting for

her life. As she's thrown into the web of intrigue surrounding Butterfly Investments, she can't know

who might help her... or who would rather her dead.How many people are they willing to silence to

protect the firm?Just who do you trust when you're in the viper's nest?Can Jo unravel the mystery -

and save herself?A harsh look into the world of insider trading, corporate intrigue and shadowy

figures who will kill to protect their secret... "The Girl Inside" is the gripping new financial thriller from

Susan Culligan. You'll be on the edge of your seat from the first page to its shocking

conclusion.Praise for "The Girl Inside":"Brilliantly written. Couldn't put it down. Thank you!""Your

imagination is WILD. Good job!""...it's just making me remember the reason behind my desire for

reading."Now available for the first time through Kindle Unlimited. Fans of financial thrillers can read

this new addition to the Kindle Unlimited library for FREE!
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I have to say that I am totally addicted to thrillers- psychological thrillers, legal thrillers, detective

based thrillers, you name it. However, I have never really sought out a financial thriller until this book

piqued my interest  and I am glad that it did! It took one or two chapters, and then I was

totally drawn in. The writing is excellent, the characters are well developed, and Jo is both a realistic

and likeable heroine. Plus, I learned something about the inside dealings of investment banking (a

nice side-bonus). I eventually found myself so drawn into the book that I binge read to finish- which

makes it only one of three books I have binge read in the past few years (the other two being Gone

Girl, and The Girl on the Train). For a new author, this is more than pretty impressive. And

itÃ¢Â€Â™s refreshing that, contrary to current trends, this book stands on its own merits and does

not have a cliff hanger ending that needs to be resolved in a follow on book (often a pattern with

new authorsÃ¢Â€Â¦). Having said that, I hope we see more of Jo in subsequent books by S.

Culligan! Personally, I donÃ¢Â€Â™t see a downside on taking a chance on this book.

Selecting a book written by an unknown author can be a bit of a hit and miss affair; even more so

with the advent of the eBook. If however you are fortunate in your selection you will come across a

book which exceeds your expectations.Ã¢Â€ÂœThe Girl InsideÃ¢Â€Â• is one such book which in my

humble opinion should be available in all formats, and at your local bookstore. Susan Culligan has

created a well written truly gripping and intellectual novel which keeps the reader both guessing and

interested throughout.One can only hope that the author continues to produce such fine work and

goes on to become a leading author in the field of financial thrillers.

I thoroughly enjoyed this book! It was very well written ! I look forward to your next book! Thank you

Susan !

Wow. Admittedly, I rarely read fiction and normally struggle to maintain interest when I do. However,

I truly could not put this book down and remained perpetually engaged throughout. The author

utilizes stimulating wordplay while masterfully summarizing complex financial theories and

intricacies in a concise manner even investment world outsiders can appreciate.If you are on the



fence then just give it a few chapters to make up your mind; you will not be disappointed.I sincerely

hope to see more work from this author in the future!

Good reading, maybe a little too much rambling
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